Mechanoprotection of the plasma membrane in neurons and other non-erythroid cells by the spectrin-based membrane skeleton.
Though the cytomechanics of spectrin have been explored only for erythrocytes, it is thought that the spectrin skeleton acts universally to support the otherwise mechanically vulnerable cell surface bilayer. Evidence for this role is beginning to accumulate and is reviewed here. Compared to that for erythrocytes, cells whose simplicity facilitates biophysical approaches, the evidence is indirect. One way that membrane skeleton/bilayer interactions have been probed is via the behavior of mechanosusceptible ion channels - channel whose gating is perturbed by abnormally high bilayer tension. These initially unresponsive channels become progressively more mechanoresponsive as stretch and chemical reagents damage the membrane skeleton. The straightforward implication is that the intact membrane skeleton is mechanoprotective. In non-erythroid cells there is continual trafficking of bilayer to and from the plasma membrane. Some of the traffic involves spectrin-lined vacuolar membrane. Several lines of evidence suggest that when neurons elongate and remodel their neurites, membrane skeleton-based mechanoprotection allows the dynamic vacuoles and the plasma membrane to participate in mechanosensitive surface area expansion and retrieval.